Pre-exam workshops are designed to familiarise you with the requirements of the different components of the exam, and provide preparation and exam tips.

Pre-exam OSCE

This provides a detailed tour of the Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) process including exam tips and preparation tips. Video vignettes illustrate exam performance and how it can be improved.

Experienced examiners then lead small groups through different OSCE stations. Group sizes are capped to provide more opportunity for performing and discussing. Although stations are timed, there is sufficient time to discuss both scenarios and performances.

Lunch is provided

Date
Saturday 12 October 2019

Time
10.00 am – 4.00 pm

Venue
The Chris O’Brian Lifehouse
Level 5, 119–143 Missenden Road
Camperdown, NSW 2050

Cost
RACGP member $425
Non-member $485

Places are limited, please register early to avoid disappointment.

Contact
For more information contact the NSW&ACT assessment department on 02 9886 4700 or email
nswactexamevents@racgp.org.au

To reduce our eco-footprint, we’re now offering more opportunities to register online.